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ABSTRACT Fog computing complements cloud computing by removing several limitations, such as delays
and network bandwidth. It emerged to support Internet of Things (IoT) applications wherein its computations
and tasks are carried out at the network’s edge. Heterogeneous IoT devices interact with different users
throughout a network. However, data security is a crucial concern for IoT, fog and cloud network ecosystems.
Since the number of anonymous users increases and new identity disclosures occur within the IoTs, it is
becoming challenging to grow mesh networks to deliver end to end communications, as the extended IoT
networks resemble a mesh architecture. To reinforce data security over IoTs, we deploy a microservice-
based blockchain mechanism for fogs, which works as a decentralized client-server network medium (i.e.,
secured end device-based communication). We implement a blockchain equipped security scheme to be
used with a fog-IoT hierarchical tree-based overlay mesh architecture to address and develop the network
performance issues. In this study, we consider encryption and decryption delays from IoT and fog-integrated
parts to monitor data records and compare them through the developed security scheme. The blocks of a
blockchain offer the desired execution results mainly in terms of the algorithmic efficiency, which correlates
with the existing algorithms, namely the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the Rivest Shamir Adleman
(RSA), and the Data Encryption Standard (DES). Our ‘BFIM’ scheme has an enhanced task scheduling
capacity and a more efficient throughput than the AES, DES, RSA resource deliverables (i.e., tasks). Our
comprehensive performance evaluation implies that the Blockchain-based Fog IoTMicroservice (i.e., BFIM)
architecture provides a task delivery efficiency of 78.79% (i.e., task deliverable) and a service delivery
efficiency of 83.24% (i.e., task scheduling). The ‘BFIM’ also has an overall process delivery efficiency
of 75% (i.e., time delay, throughput) in the fog layer, rather than a central cloud layer running the AES,
DES, and RSA algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain service, fog-IoT ecosystem, fog service delivery, hierarchical tree architecture,
performance efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing, a paradigm of on-demand delivery-based
computing services, runs through the internet. However,
it poses high latency and inefficient end-to-end data deliv-
ery in the cloud, concerns networks and allocated shared
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end devices. Fog computing is a decentralized computing
infrastructure that shares resources or application processes
within the cloud and harnesses potential user requests at the
edge network. Fog computing reduces latency by allocating
the workload to the right edge nodes as needed to distribute
the network allocated data in a time based pairwise (e.g.,
timer scheduled packets or timed frames) manner. In this
way, the edge network or end devices find their desired data
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with a lower level of latency and share the in scheduled
workloads within federated fog-cloud orchestrations [1], [2].
Due to the growing needs of mobile devices, IoT computing
requires sharing of resources across embedded platforms.
The increasing IoT network, distributing end-to-end deliv-
ery, finds mesh networks useful for dedicated short-range
communication. However, the increasing number of users
and anonymity are making it challenging to communicate
with the right party across heterogeneous networks. Hence,
the growing IoT interconnections employ an extra user load
towards the gateway ends. When all processes are merged
to be distributed via the IoT gateway, this procedure causes
network jamming due to inconsistent data delivery at the
network ends. Fogs can help these IoT gateways through
a similar time-based priority mechanism in terms of data
delivery [3], [4].

Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger technology that
can be used for duplicated data transfer across a whole net-
work (e.g., typically a mesh network). The operations or
process interactions within a blockchain represent peer-to-
peer based data sharing towards the block ends. A generic
mesh network resembles a hierarchical tree overlay network,
where the parent nodes act as primary responders for the
child devices in a master–slave and slave–master pattern.
However, the traditional mesh design employs different levels
of cryptographic security to secure communication over the
network. This procedure backlogs the system’s back-end,
as every front-end device needs to wait for the program to be
executed and verified from the central device or primary mas-
ter. In contrast, a blockchain has an irreversible logic pattern
that can ensure better data security because there is no need to
validate data records. However, the latency and exaggerated
delay issue of blockchains around the increasing IoT network
is a challenging task for end to end data delivery and secure
communication transmission because of the frequent data
offloading that occurs [5], [6]. Microservices can run several
services in a single container and enrich distributed resource
delivery for the network ends. This can help the blockchain
activity to run through a single service scheduler to minimize
the extensive delay issue and latency around the end-to-end
hops. Deploying the blockchain activity over microservices
can help to scale the overlay network through faster data
delivery and minimized gathering of delay latencies around
the network [7].

Traditional mesh networks typically share data within a
peer-to-peer interconnection [8]. As a result, mesh networks
often encounter contention during two-way verified commu-
nication and experience latency-based delays at hop-to-hop
or gateway ends. The mesh network encounters data offloads
and causes latency-based delays while verifying the end-
to-end device interactions. The traditional and sophisticated
(e.g., sensor networks) IoTs share and distribute data through
mesh networks and cause delays (e.g., latencies towards the
end to end communication) when there is an increased num-
ber of anonymous users. The generic fog allocations usually
distribute data sequences in a schedule-basedmanner through

dividing priority workloads. However, increasing user loads
and numbers of end devices generate different priority work-
loads for end-to-end data deliveries, and the fog networks
tend to have difficulty making decisions [9]. Hence, IoTs
need to share the process schedulers (i.e., packet scheduling)
of the fog end for data allocation procedures and increase the
delay, producing data stress among the distributed fog data
slots. The use of a valid developed scheme through proper
scheduling or resource allocation may tune the fog services
well, allowing integrated fog–IoT orchestrations [10].

To minimize the anonymity security issue over hop-to-
hop mesh interconnections at the IoT end to end deliver-
ies, we developed a blockchain-based security scheme for
hierarchical-tree-based fog–IoT mesh architectures. A star-
mesh network was designed to connect the primary controller
fogwith a cloud at the back end of the system delivery and IoT
gateways at the front end. In this network, every fog node was
designed according to its respective IoT gateway properties
and data schedulers were configured according to IoT gate-
way end device interactions. The fogs can handle the extra
data stress from the IoT device ends and quickly perform
scheduled priorities according to the needed allocated task.
We also configured preemptive schedulers and the fog for per-
forming data distribution and verification towards the cloud
backend. The increasing number of IoT devices introduces
a question around the security issue of ensuring anonymity.
To reduce this problem, we configured a blockchain-based
microservice property to lessen the blockchain’s delay issue
and enhance its security along with that of the defined
network. The microservice specifically works for attacked
blocks in this developed procedure. Information is stored and
distributed after being verified from the fog layer backend
in IoT layer communication. The configured microservice
property enhances the schedulability and scalability of fogs
and IoT layer activities. The scheduled microservice min-
imizes the blockchain’s extensive delay and offloads data
during the attacking procedure and enhances information
scheduling activity (e.g., less network jamming) during the
fog–IoT orchestration.

If any intruder wishes to enter through the IoT cluster,
the fog gathers the information from the IoT. The fog cluster
sends the information to the cloud for verification and vali-
dation while stopping the blockchain schedulers. Our devel-
oped security scheme is three-layer tamper-proof resistant.
The intruder is unaware of the IoT, fog, and cloud clus-
ter identifies. If anyone tries to enter without an identity,
they will be banned from the cloud, and the fog cluster
will break the running block schedulers. Since our config-
ured scheme breaks apart the blockchain’s communication
process, it is almost impossible to work through aman-in-the-
middle attack within the network if any intruder counterfeit-
ing occurs. Besides this, the PoW (proof of work) IP is tracked
by the cloud verification process each time, causing the user
to be terminated. An eavesdropping attack is not possible
either because of the three-layer verification and validation
process of this scheme over IoT, fog, and cloud clusters.
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In our approach, the blockchain works only in the fog and
IoT layer. The chain mainly works as a carrier to secure data
processing over the fog and IoT network. The microservice
on the blockchain’s fog layer works only if an attack is
encountered by an intruder. Our configured microservice-
based blockchain security mechanism works with PoW (i.e.,
Proof of Work), IP targeting, and hashing power (i.e., mining
capacities through graphics parser unit, GPU and Point over
Ethernet, PoE) computation of the authorized users. For unau-
thorized access, the hashing power and IPs are tracked and
calculated through the cloud reservoir. The connection could
be terminated to prevent exaggerating delay issues of the
whole network’s scheduled processes for effective blockchain
tuned services.

AES, DES, and RSA cryptosystems are established and
widely used data security schemes. However, the main issue
with these protocols is to do with the in hungry delay mech-
anism. The blockchain itself creates additional delays while
circulating over the network nodes. Thus, the establishment
of a minimized delay tolerance or low latency-based security
scheme, defined in Fig.1 is still needed for overlay net-
works and the blockchain hierarchy. Fog redistributes the
data or packet allocation to the IoT cluster and keeps the
cloud free to track verified or unverified (e.g., intruder) inter-
actions. A microservice-based containerized scheduler can
enable intruder interpretation to ensure cloud verification and
keep fog processes in the workflow through the configured
scheduling process. The developed security approach ensures
delay minimization within the fog–IoT orchestration and
releases the cloud from verification-based delay processing
loads.

In this paper, we use three popular cryptography
algorithms—AES,DES, andRSA—to conduct a performance
estimation analysis in the context of a blockchain-based
security scheme. We compared the existing cryptographic
algorithms with our blockchain-based fog IoT Microser-
vice (BFIM) scheme to check its efficacy across the fog–IoT
orchestration environment. We contrived iterative building
blocks to act as a continuous information run-time for our
blockchain carrier over themesh network or IoT nodes. In this
scheme, the building blocks are generated iteratively when
needed to pass or process information but not overcome the
One Time Session Password (OTSP) session (e.g., session-
based delay for layer verification and validation) from
fog–IoT and fog–cloud. The growingmesh network in the IoT
layer represents a blockchain analogy, where the devices act
as intermediate nodes, and their interactions may represent
the interchange of blocks within a blockchain. In the fog envi-
ronment, attacked block information is stored in a microser-
vice, delivering the attacked block information with the
processed blocks from the IoT layer towards the central cloud.

Research contributions: The main contributions of our
research work include:
• We propose an efficient blockchain-based fog–IoT data

security scheme to mitigate against existing challenges in a
distributed data security framework.

•We implement the data security scheme for a hierarchical
tree-based overlaymesh architecture in the cloud–fog and IoT
ecosystem.

• We conduct a performance analysis of our scheme and
architecture withwidely used cryptographic schemes, namely
AES, DES, and RSA. A block generation time delay analysis
(e.g., system run-time tolerance or service load) is carried out
to analyze the architecture’s performance.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows–
Section 2 represents a brief overview of the literature and
related work to identify the current obstacles, solutions, and
limitations. Section 3 illustrates the methodology, including
the use of a secure blockchain property, its block numbers,
the component work method for fog and cloud distribu-
tion, and how these factors were used in the data security
scheme. Section 4 discusses our developed blockchain secu-
rity scheme-based secure architecture. Section 5 describes
our developed algorithm and its working process in the fog
cloud and central cloud. An in-depth discussion of our simu-
lated results is described in Section 6. A rigorous discussion
about our workflowprocess, its problems, and future develop-
ments is given in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
paper by illustrating future outcomes and beneficial results.
Essential abbreviations are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Essential abbreviations.

II. BACKGROUND AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY
Security is a vital concern for distributed heterogeneous net-
works. The blockchain in the fog–IoT orchestration may
turn and tune the interaction in a secured motion to pro-
vide better service provisioning over fog–cloud data flow
while ensuring security. The cloud performs on a better scale
while interacting with a fog-integrated blockchain approach
(Table 2.).

Vishwanath et al. [11] described a method that can be used
to overcome the security issues related to the use of AES
in fog-computing. In their process, the AES algorithm was
shown to support better security privileges [12]. Their paper’s
primary outcome was to compare security issues while using
data sets of different sizes [13], [14]. This was primarily
done to verify the CPU time, encryption time, decryption
time, and consumed memory sizes of algorithms. However,
in our case, the data size was not fixed (e.g., random changes
over the user’s interaction) and differed from anonymous user
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FIGURE 1. The Fog–IoT hierarchical mesh architecture in the BFIM scheme.

exchange throughout the network. Zenil et al. [15] conducted
a complete survey on the concepts and methods involved
in classical and algorithmic information theory. They also
described the limiting stages of working data parameters

while using Shannon entropy and a lossless compression
contrast algorithm [16] in their development. In contrast to
their work, our created algorithm is not related to a specific
parameter’s threshold entropy.
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TABLE 2. A brief comparison of our research work with existing works.

Dehmer and Pickl [17] used a quantitative graph analysis
and a sequence of data [18] indexes. They analyzed the graph
through their developed measurements to view the structured
pattern of networks [19]. To analyze information over the
graph [20], they used discrimination aware based theoretic
statistical methods [21]. In contrast, our algorithm depends
on the token-based packet delay procedure (e.g., blockchain),
adding to the run time complexity of the order of growth (e.g.,
algorithm) for the network architecture (e.g., partial mesh
design). Lin and Liao [22] completed a top-down survey of
blockchain-based applicable sectors as well as applications.
They suggested that blockchains may be used in the finan-
cial market, IoT, Supply chain, Voting, Medical treatments,
and Storage. They also triggered the blockchain’s main key
element, which is to follow a decentralized [23], transparent,
open-source, autonomous, and immutable environment.

Yi et al. [24] conducted a complete review of past research
work on security and privacy issues across conjoint networks
in their paper. They considered the security issues to be
data storage, computation security [25], and network security.
Some concerning privacy issues [26]–[28] in their work were
data privacy [29], usage privacy, and location privacy.

Khan et al. [30] derived different security scenarios or
issues in fog computation. Fog security concerns primarily
depend on the use of the IoT or other coupled devices within
a layer-based network [31] to provide efficient computation.
Their main role is to identify the security [32] gaps among
past works on fog computing. Stanciu [33] discussed the
effectiveness of a centralized blockchain computing model
and infrastructure in the public cloud. They used a distributed
control system for data processing [34] that considers low
latency, location awareness, geographically distributed pack-
ets, mobility, the predominate role of wireless access, and
heterogeneity [35] within the cloud interactions.

Mukherjee et al. [36] expanded the fundamental problems
of cloud counterfeiting such as end to end delay, traffic
congestion, data traffic, and communication [37] costs. They
also described the challenges related to security and privacy
countermeasures through reviewing research articles about
the cloud, fog, [38] and edge computing paradigms [39].

Alrawais et al. [40] deployed an effective key exchange secu-
rity protocol, termed the Cipher Text-Policy Attribute-Based
Encryption (CP-ABE), in their work. However, in some
cases, issues with fog computing arises [41] while checking
the security [42] in terms of data alteration, unauthorized
access, and the identification of attacks [43]. The devel-
oped protocol CP-ABE is better in terms of verifying the
un-authorization of data [44] and eavesdropping attacks.
In contrast, our constructed architecture successfully elimi-
nates man in the middle and eavesdropping attacks within the
fog–IoT [45]–[48] block-chained [49]–[50] orchestration hier-
archy. Ronghua Xu et al. [51] employed an SOA (e.g., ser-
vice oriented) blockchain-based decentralized microservice
architecture for IoT cyber-physical systems. In their work,
the permissible containerized microservices were deployed
to entire fog and IoT clusters to ensure the utmost level of
public safety and security with no cloud back end. Haipeng
Yao et al. [52] represented a multi-agent reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm for near-optimal policy searching to find out
the Nash equilibrium state. Their developed blockchain plat-
form assisted in offloading of computational tasks across the
industrial internet of things (i.e., IIoT) networks to allocate
resource managements at the cloud back end. However, in our
developed work, we considered the microservice only for the
fog cluster [53], specifically in the blockchain attack sce-
nario, to overcome the latency or scalability issues and release
the extra load from the cloud’s back end. A reservoir cloud
is employed in our developed environment to keep a track
record about intruder alerts and new blockchain circulation
within the fog–IoT overlay network.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our system model and
methodology.

A. BLOCKCHAIN DATA PROCESSING IN FOG, CLOUD AND
IoT NETWORK LAYER
We developed a secure blockchain mechanism to increase
IoT device security. The employed scheme enhances the
security pattern in fog networks while performing distributed
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FIGURE 2. The generic architecture for Fog-IoT orchestration process.

data sharing activities. The layered architecture is categorized
under three segments—cloud, fog, and IoT layer (e.g., end
devices). The three-layer security architecture works in a
bottom-up fashion, shown in Fig. 2. IoT network layers are
the vulnerable or concerned sector that is usually aggrieved
by various types of attack. We developed a secure fog layer
within the fog–IoT orchestration to minimize these security
thefts or attacks. Here, the fog layer acts as a primary helper
for the IoT and a secondary helper towards the cloud. The
main motive of this development is to overcome the possible
security issues of mesh networks over the IoTs by providing
the utmost system run-time enhancement or service provi-
sioning. The fog has the carrier information (e.g., a container
of individual attacked block information or microservice) for
the vulnerable (e.g., commuted attacks) IoTs. If an attack is
found in the IoT layer, the fog carrier cuts off the fog–IoT
gateway connection and sends the information to the cloud.

The fog layer has a secured (e.g., SHA-256 pbkdf2) times-
tamp and will shut off if an attack occurs behind its backbone.
The fog generates block numbers one by one while carrying
the blockchain’s information after being overridden by the
timestamp. Later on, the fog layer distributes the information
towards the central cloud layer that contains the informa-
tion of the pre-attack processes. Thus, the system’s run-time
improves with better provisioning.

B. COMPONENTS OF THE HIERARCHICAL Fog–IoT MESH
TOPOLOGY AND DERIVED ARCHITECTURE
Our system architecture is divided into three conventional
layers: the back-end, middleware, and front-end services. The
three-layer architecture may be categorized as 1) the cloud
layer or core (back-end), 2) the fog layer (middleware), and
3) the IoT layer (front-end).
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• The core or cloud Layer: The central cloud or ser-
vice preserves the session’s data that have been attacked
before. All of the information before being attacked is
delivered from the fog towards the cloud in a secure fash-
ion through the OTSP (e.g., One-Time Session Password)
SHA-Pbkdf2 scheme. The cloud sends a cryptographic
authentication pattern (e.g., verified and validated OTSP) to
the fog if an attack has been made (refer to Algorithm 1.).
The current fog sessions are then turned off to give an
initialization delay (e.g., session-based configured counter
for patrolling). The fog sessions resume through re-scaling
formatting of the previous information (e.g., before being
attacked) and monitoring the current data with the previous
data with a mixed synchronization pattern of blocks (e.g.,
new and attacked ones). A data center resides in the cloud that
acts as a reservoir and contains specifically attacked fog node
(e.g., a microservice container for affected fogs) information.
Later, the reservoir sends a code of conduct to the cloud
to cause a re-scheduling of synchronized blocks (e.g., those
attacked from fog or the IoT, a newly created block from
the fog or IoT, and the interacted block from the fog or
IoT) through the verification of session-based timing. Each
renewed block includes information on the attacked fog or
IoT nodes and the new nodes of fog or IoT that are transferred
through the cloud’s fog layer. Thus, the developed secure
model re-distributes the synchronized information with no
loss of data but with a smaller time delay on average.
• The fog Layer or middle-ware: The fog layer is equipped

with a blockchain pattern that acts as middleware for the
cloud and IoT. The fog layer establishes a blockchain pattern
to synchronize the information. The fog gathers direction
from the cloud and verifies the re-scheduling of blocks (e.g.,
newly created ones in fog and validated ones from the IoT
layer) to get the most possible information before carrying
out the attack. The information-gathering procedure is done
regularly after intruder attack (refer to Algorithm 2.). The
fog layer is comprised of a timestamp, namely the OTSP
(e.g., one-time session password), which is generated in each
session of blocks after time. Furthermore, if an attack occurs,
the fog regenerates the OTSP by sending the information
back to the cloud. After that, a re-synchronization of the
blocks is made through the re-initialization of delays. Thus,
the re-scheduling of validated, attacked, and newly created
blocks is synchronized, supporting the avoidance of infor-
mation loss after being attacked. The fog is considered to
be a standalone backbone for the developed system model,
whereas the cloud is kept in hidden form. The fog cluster and
the fog node (i.e., fog layer) configurations or system proper-
ties are same within their respected gateways and individual
operators. The fog layer also has a similar security pattern
to the cloud that uses an additional OTSP scheme to provide
extra security for the blockchain.
•The IoTLayer or front-end service:The IoT layer acts as

a front-end service for the underlying fog and cloud layer. The
IoT layer has permission to connect with individual devices
across the network that need verification from the fog–IoT

Algorithm 1 Regular Blockchain Mining From Cloud to
Fog and FogMicroservice-End to IoT (Both Attacked and
Not attacked)
Input: SHA-256-bit ascending block generation from

1 to n
Output: Identifying not-attacked blocks and execute

blockchain schedulers
/* isAttacked = A boolean value

defines whether it is an Attack
scenario or Not Attack scenario.

*/
/* blockList = SHA-256-bit ascending

block list */
/* block = A particular block from the

blockList */
1 foreach block in blockList do
2 Step 1: Actor: Cloud
3 attackInfo← block .getAttackInfo()
4 if block is NOT from valid network AND

attackInfo verification is failed then
5 isAttacked ← true
6 n← blockList .size()
7 block .number← n + 1
8 Send the block To FogMicroservice

9 else
10 isAttacked ← false
11 check previous attack info of the bock
12 Assign Block Scheduling Process to

FogMicroservice

13 if isAttacked then
14 Step 2: Actor: FogMicroservice
15 Regenerate The Attacked Block
16 nc← current executing block number
17 traverseTo(nc)
18 block .number← nc+1
19 Increment Other Block Numbers By One

20 else
21 Step 2: Actor: FogMicroservice
22 Assign New Blocks To IoT Cluster

23 Step 3: Actor: IoTClusterNode
24 if Alpha-Neumeric Password is Verified

then
25 Continue The Cloud-Fog Verified

Scheme
26 Get Block Numbers From Scheduler
27 Generate And Process Blocks

blockchain service. In the IoT layer, only the cluster node
properties are fixed and aligned to their respective gateway
entities but the device configurations changes as per user
experience or behavior. As a result, the IoT layer is vulnerable
to attacks and attacks may be transferred from other devices
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Algorithm 2 Regular Blockchain Mining From
Fog-Microservice to IoT-End and IoT-End to Fog-
Microservice While Regenerating Blockchain Mining
(Both Attacked and Not attacked)
Input: SHA-256-bit ascending block generation from

1 to n
Output: Identifying not-attacked blocks and execute

blockchain schedulers
/* isAttacked = A boolean value

defines whether it is an Attack
scenario or Not Attack scenario.

*/
/* sysExec = The system is executing

without any interruption. */
1 while sysExec do
2 Step 1: Actor Cloud
3 attackInfo← block .getAttackInfo()
4 if block is NOT from valid network AND

attackInfo verification is failed then
5 isAttacked ← true
6 n← blockList .size()
7 block .number← n + 1
8 Send the block To FogMicroservice

9 else
10 isAttacked ← false

11 if isAttacked then
12 Step 2: Actor FogMicroservice
13 Get Verified Block Data From Cloud
14 Get Attacked Cluster Data From IoT
15 Get Possible Attack Info if session is NOT

expired then
16 Create New Block Thread
17 Send blocks To IoT

18 Step 3: Actor Cloud
19 Renew Session Data

20 else
21 Step 2: Actor FogMicroservice
22 Assign New Blocks To IoT Cluster

23 Step 3: Actor IoTClusterNode
24 if Alpha-Neumeric Password is Verified

then
25 Continue The Cloud-Fog Verified Scheme
26 Get Block Numbers From Scheduler
27 Generate And Process Blocks

run by eavesdroppers (refer to Algorithm 3.). The expanded
system design is followed by such an authentication pattern,
so the fog–IoT layer may connect with different devices
within the network; however, it proceeds with information
only after initializing the session from the fog. On the other
hand, for forgery, man-in-the-middle, or DoS attacks, the sys-
tem pattern has an iterative OTSP (e.g., one-time session

Algorithm 3 Fog-Microservice to IoT-End and IoT-End
to Cloud-End via Fog-Microservice While Regenerating
Blockchain Mining (Both Attacked and Not attacked)
Input: SHA-256-bit ascending block generation from 1 to n
Output: Identifying not-attacked blocks and execute

blockchain schedulers
/* isAttacked = A boolean value defines

whether it is an Attack scenario or Not
Attack scenario. */

/* sysExec = The system is executing
without any interruption. */

1 while sysExec do
2 Step 1: Actor Cloud
3 attackInfo← block .getAttackInfo()
4 if block is NOT from valid network AND attackInfo

verification is failed then
5 isAttacked ← true
6 n← blockList .size()
7 block .number← n + 1
8 Send the block To FogMicroservice

9 else
10 isAttacked ← false

11 if isAttacked then
12 Step 2: Actor Fog Microservice
13 if session is NOT expired then
14 Create New Block Thread
15 Assign New Blocks To IoT Cluster

16 Get Data From Attacked Session
17 Get Data From IoT Cluster

18 Step 3: Actor IoT Cluster Node
19 if Alpha-Neumeric Password is Verified then
20 Continue The Cloud-Fog Verified Scheme
21 Get Block Numbers From Cloud Scheduler
22 Generate And Process Cloud Blocks

23 Step 4: Actor Cloud
24 if IoT-Cluster Node is Verified then
25 Get Block Numbers From Scheduler
26 Generate And Process Blocks

27 Renew Session Data

28 else
29 Step 2: Actor FogMicroservice
30 Create New Blocks
31 Send New Blocks To Cloud
32 Reallocate Fog IoT Block Scheduler
33 Send New Scheduler To Cloud

password) scheme. The OTSP scheme specifically works to
secure information over the fog, saving the cloud from being
traced or attacked.

C. COMPLEXITIES OF OUR DERIVED ALGORITHMS
For every algorithm the complexities are mainly of two
types; 1) Time Complexity and 2) Space complexity. How-
ever, the complexity details are depicted below for the
Algorithm 1., Algorithm 2. and Algorithm 3. respectively.

1) COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHM 1
For isAttacked , blockList and block independent variables,
the Cloud executes attackInfo verification and validation,
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blockList , and block number for a specific process or task
allocation. However, each of these operation executes accord-
ing to their respective scheduling properties of running ser-
vices within Cloud , Fog and IoT orchestrations. The services
contains task generation, task deliveries task scheduling,
resource allocation and process delivery properties. More-
over, the algorithm is divided by several allocation of pro-
cesses namely as Actors. The potential actors are defined
as - Cloud, FogMicroservice, IoTClusterNode. We config-
ured stack based process delivery option for our algorithm.
Whereas, the process deliveries are generated by push and
pop features of the allocated time slots. The priority listings
are occupied according to preemption based ascending orders
in priority en queue list. The overflow of processes delivered
towards the FogMicroservice to execute the de queue option.
The de queue feed-forwards the overflow processes to the
microservice container occupied by empty queue list. The
overall Blockchained secured property (i.e., BFIM) supports
the respective en queue and de queue lists.

Considering the process operations, the space complexity
of each operation relies over the order of O(n). On the other
hand, the time complexity relies over the order ofO(n log n).
Therefore, The time complexity for (Algorithm 1.) derives

over the order of

f (n) → 2n3 + 4n2 + 2n

O(Algorithm 1.) → O [2(n3 + 2n2 + n)]

→ O (n log n)

Therefore, the time complexity is

T (n) = O (n log n)

The space complexity considers seven instances. Whereas,
each actors are independent for each actions and true for all
properties and perspectives (see Algorithm 1.). Cloud = 1,
Fog = 1, IoT = 1, blockList = n, block = n, isAttacked = 1,
notAttacked = 1.

Therefore, the space complexity is

S(n) = O (n)

2) COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHM 2
For isAttacked , blockList and block independent variables,
the Cloud executes attackInfo verification and validation,
blockList , and block number for a specific process or task
allocation. However, each of these operation executes accord-
ing to their respective scheduling properties of running ser-
vices within Cloud , Fog and IoT orchestrations. The services
contains task generation, task deliveries task scheduling,
resource allocation and process delivery properties. More-
over, the algorithm is divided by several allocation of pro-
cesses namely as Actors. The potential actors are defined
as - Cloud, FogMicroservice, IoTClusterNode. However,
in the phase transition of (Algorithm 2.) FogMicroservice,
Cloud has the property to execute double times for differ-
ent instances within a same process scheduler. We config-
ured stack based process delivery option for our algorithm.

Whereas, the process deliveries are generated by push and
pop features of the allocated time slots. The priority listings
are occupied according to preemption based ascending orders
in priority en queue list. The overflow of processes deliv-
ered towards the FogMicroservice to execute the de queue
option and to the Cloud for executing the en queue option.
The de queue feed-forwards the overflow processes to the
microservice container occupied by empty queue list. The
overall Blockchained secured property (i.e., BFIM) supports
the respective en queue and de queue lists.

Considering the process operations, the space complexity
of each operation relies over the order of O(n). On the other
hand, the time complexity relies over the order ofO(n log n).

Therefore, The time complexity for (Algorithm 2.) derives
over the order of

O(Algorithm 2 :) → f (n)→ 3n4 + 11n3 + 9n2 + n

O(Algorithm 2 :) → O [n(3n3 + 11n2 + 9n+ 1)]

→ O (n log n)

Therefore, the time complexity is

T (n) = O (n log n)

The space complexity considers seven instances. Whereas,
each actors are independent for each actions and true for all
properties and perspectives (see Algorithm 2.). Cloud = 1,
Fog = 1, IoT = 1, blockList = n, block = n, isAttacked = 1,
notAttacked = 1.
Therefore, the space complexity is

S(n) = O (n)

3) COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHM 3
For isAttacked , blockList and block independent variables,
the Cloud executes attackInfo verification and validation,
blockList , and block number for a specific process or task
allocation. However, each of these operation executes accord-
ing to their respective scheduling properties of running ser-
vices within Cloud , Fog and IoT orchestrations. The services
contains task generation, task deliveries task scheduling,
resource allocation and process delivery properties. More-
over, the algorithm is divided by several allocation of pro-
cesses namely as Actors. The potential actors are defined
as - Cloud, FogMicroservice, IoTClusterNode. However,
in the phase transition of (Algorithm 3.) Cloud, FogMicroser-
vice has the property to execute double times for different
instances within a same process scheduler and respective
order of process accumulation to be scheduled for the next
run. We configured stack based process delivery option for
our algorithm. Whereas, the process deliveries are generated
by push and pop features of the allocated time slots. The
priority listings are occupied according to preemption based
ascending orders in priority en queue list. The overflow of
processes delivered towards the FogMicroservice to execute
the de queue option and to the Cloud for executing the
en queue option. The de queue feed-forwards the overflow
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processes to the microservice container occupied by empty
queue list. The overall Blockchained secured property (i.e.,
BFIM) supports the respective en queue and de queue lists.

Considering the process operations, the space complexity
of each operation relies over the order of O(n). On the other
hand, the time complexity relies over the order ofO(n log n).
Therefore, The time complexity for (Algorithm 3.) derives

over the order of

O(Algorithm 3 :) → f (n)→ n8 + 3n7 + 7n6 + 8n5

+ 4n4 + 8n3 + n2 + n

O(Algorithm 3 :) → O [n(n7 + 3n6 + 7n5 + 8n4

+ 4n3 + 8n2 + n+ 1)]

→ O (n log n)

Therefore, the time complexity is

T (n) = O (n log n)

The space complexity considers seven instances. Whereas,
each actors are independent for each actions and true for all
properties and perspectives (see Algorithm 3.). Cloud = 2,
Fog = 2, IoT = 1, blockList = n, block = n, isAttacked = 1,
notAttacked = 1.

Therefore, the space complexity is

S(n) = O (n)

D. HIERARCHICAL-TREE-BASED BLOCKCHAIN
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR IoT, FOG, AND CLOUD MESH
INTERACTIONS
Plain text is an original readable format message that acts
as an input for the encryption algorithm. Ciphertext is an
unreadable message format output of the encryption algo-
rithm. After generating the encryption algorithm, the cipher-
text is converted to plain text through a decryption algorithm.
The system model’s established algorithms use plain text and
session-wise secret keys as inputs and generate ciphertext
as an executed output. The Decryption process at the cloud
end converts ciphertext into plain text. The cloud stores the
desired information through verification from the fog layer,
and the mathematical equations are formulated by checking
the verified parameters. The equations are described below as
a part of the workflow for the whole procedure. The equations
are generated considering the cloud, fog, and IoT interactions,
primarily based on attacked and not attacked.

E. CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY EXCHANGE PATTERN AND
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF PROCESSES FOR IoT,
FOG AND CLOUD HIERARCHY
1) THE CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY EXCHANGE PATTERN FOR THE
DEVELOPED EDGE, FOG AND CLOUD HIERARCHY IS AS
FOLLOWS-
• The Cloud private key encryption process is carried
through getting the IP information from fog, run-time
session id of cloud and SHA-256-bit Pbkdf2 key gener-
ation to secure the data packets of cloud.

• The Fog public key decryption process is carried
through the previous Cloud run-time Encryption
processes.

• The fog private key encryption process is carried
through getting the IP information from the IoT parent
device, the run-time session id of fog and SHA-256-bit
Pbkdf2 key generation to secure the data packets of fog.

• The IoT public key decryption process is car-
ried through the previous fog run-time encryption
processes.

• IoT private key encryption process is carried through
getting the IP information from the IoT child nodes,
the run-time session id of IoT and SHA-256-bit
Pbkdf2 key generation to secure the data packets
of IoT.

• The IoT extended nodes public key decryption process
is carried through the previous IoT child node run-time
encryption processes.

F. DERIVED MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE
CONSTRUCTED PROCESSES

The following equations mainly illustrate the metrics of
the process generation time, computation rate, packet inter-
change rate, packet delivery rate within the cloud, fog, and
IoT orchestrations. These equations also lead to defines
algorithms’ performance differences within the results—
specifically among the AES, DES, RSA, and the newly devel-
oped scheme BFIM.
1) CLOUD IN ATTACKED SITUATION
Rf = Cloud Current Computation Rate + Fog Packet; Rd
= Packet Interchange Rate (Current Delivery Delay) + Fog
Packet (insertion)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rc) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Ccc

+

∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Fpd ) dt (1)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫ i→n∑

i→1
cd +

∫ i→n∑
i→1

Pi) dt (2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), Rc describes the cloud session activity
throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Ccc defines
block renewal or block schedulers within the current pro-
cess run-time over the cloud, Fpd shows packet or data
delivery from the fog cluster, and Rd is a response delay
within the carried processes. However, it may vary depending
on the process execution; cd stands for the current delay
and contains the delay of every run-time process. Pi con-
cludes the packet or data interchange delay while in the
configured schedule. The relationship of this equation relies
on the phenomena of the attacked session and the cloud
thus, a time derivation of integral values is essential for
the results and experimental output. We verified all of the
equation metrics with parametric simulation tools as shown
below.
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2) CLOUD IN NOT ATTACKED SITUATION
Rc = Cloud Current Computation Rate; Rd = Packet Inter-
change Rate (Current Delivery Delay)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rc) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Ccc) dt (3)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Dd ) dt (4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), Rc describes the cloud session
activity throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Ccc
defines block renewal or block schedulers within the cur-
rent process run-time over the cloud, and Rd is a response
delay within the carried processes. However, it may vary
depending on the process execution. Dd stands for the
current packet delivery rate within every run-time of pro-
cesses for an hourly limit. This equation’s relationship relies
on the phenomena of the not attacked session and cloud
response delivery. This relationship is being carried with
the developed algorithmic scheme, and the integral val-
ues depend on every time limit; thus, a time derivation of
integral values is essential for the results and experimental
output.

3) FOG IN ATTACKED SITUATION
Rf = Fog Current Computation Rate (Attacked Block) +
IoT Packet Delivery; Rd = Packet Interchange Rate (Current
Delivery Delay) + IoT Packet (insertion)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rf ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Abc

+

∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Ipd ) dt (5)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Pdd +
∫
∞

0

i→n∑
i→1

Dd ) dt

(6)

In Eqs. (5) and (6), Rf describes the fog session activity
throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Abc defines
the attacked block information within the current process
run-time over the fog, Ipd shows the packet or data delivery
from the IoT cluster, and Rd is a response delay within
the carried processes. However, it may vary depending on
process execution; Pdd stands for the packet delivery delay
and contains the delay of every run-time packet delivery, and
Dd determines the current packet delivery rate within every
run-time of a process to give an hourly limit. The relationship
of this equation relies on the phenomena of the attacked
session and the fog response deliveries. This relationship
is carried out with the developed algorithmic scheme and
the integral values depend on every time limit; thus, a time
derivation of integral values is essential for the resulting
output.

4) FOG IN NOT ATTACKED SITUATION
Rf = Fog Current Computation Rate; Rd = Packet Inter-
change Rate (Current Delivery Delay)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rf ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Fcc) dt (7)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

i→n∑
i→1

Dd ) dt (8)

In Eqs. (7) and (8); Rf describes the fog session activity
throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Fcc defines
the block renewal or block schedulers within the current
process’s run-time over fog clusters, and Rd is a response
delay within the carried out processes. However, it may vary
depending on process execution. Dd determines the current
packet delivery rate within every run-time of processes to
give an hourly limit. This equation’s relationship relies on the
phenomena of the not attacked session and the fog response
delivery. This relationship is carried out with the developed
algorithmic scheme, and the integral values depend on every
time limit; thus, a time derivation of integral values is essen-
tial for the resulting output.

5) IoT IN ATTACKED SITUATION
6) Ri = 5 MINUTES + IoT CURRENT COMPUTATION RATE
(ATTACKED BLOCK) + NO PACKET DELIVERY; Rd = PACKET
INTERCHANGE RATE (CURRENT DELIVERY DELAY) + NO
PACKET (INSERTION)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Ri) dt =
∫
(
∫ 5

0
t5 +

∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Abc

+

∫
∞

0

i→0∑
i→0

Ipd ) dt (9)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

i→n∑
i→1

Dd +
∫
∞

0

i→0∑
i→0

Pi) dt

(10)

In Eqs. (9) and (10), Ri describes the IoT session activity
throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Abc defines
block renewal or block schedulers within the current pro-
cess’s run-time over IoT clusters, Ipd shows packet or data
delivery from the IoT cluster, and Rd is a response delay
within the carried processes. However, it may vary depend-
ing on process execution. Dd concludes the current packet
delivery rate within every run-time of processes to give an
hourly limit. Pi stands for the interchange delay of every
run-time packet delivery. The relationship of this equation
relies on the phenomena of the attacked session and the
IoT response delivery. This relationship is carried out with
the developed algorithmic scheme, and the integral values
depend on every time limit; thus, a time derivation of integral
values is essential for the resulting output.
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7) IoT IN NOT ATTACKED SITUATION
Ri = IoT Current Computation Rate; Dd = Packet Inter-
change Rate (Current Delivery Delay)∫

(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Ri) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Icc) dt (11)

∫
(
∫
∞

0

n∑
i=1

Rd ) dt =
∫
(
∫
∞

0

i→n∑
i→1

Dd ) dt (12)

In Eqs. (11) and (12), Ri describes the IoT session activity
throughout the system’s run-time or execution, Icc defines
block renewal or block schedulers within the current process
run-time over IoT clusters, and Rd is a response delay within
the carried out processes. However, it may vary depending
on the process execution. Dd determines the current packet
delivery rate within every run-time of processes to give an
hourly limit. This equation’s relationship relies on the phe-
nomena of the not attacked session and the IoT response
delivery. This relationship is carried out with the developed
algorithmic scheme, and the integral values depend on every
time limit; thus, a time derivation of integral values is essen-
tial for the resulting output.

IV. OUR NEW ALGORITHM AND THE DERIVED
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The established and configured algorithms work initially
in the IoT network to secure the IoT nodes via fog com-
mandments. Later on, the direction of algorithmic processes
proceeds towards the fog to secure fog blocks. The central
server cloud network separates from the blockchain proce-
dure to reduce the data load and scale it efficiently. Ini-
tially, the blockchain process runs through the fog and IoT
networks. When an attack on the IoT layer occurs, the IoT
blocks are shut down before being entirely demolished to
operate the network. Then, the carried information passes to
the fog network from the IoT. Detail work pattern is employed
in Fig. 3.

The fog network then creates a new blockchain process
by maintaining a delay (e.g., configured OTSP for block
generation) to rebuild the IoT network. The information from
broken IoT blocks is transferred to the central server cloud via
fog to save the data as a record log. The system’s algorithmic
process design ensures that there is a generous delay on both
working sides (e.g., fog or IoT). The main focus is to confuse
the intruder parties; depicted in Fig. 4. The fog network is also
overcome through the same configured process if an attack
occurs. Hence, we depicted the run-time conditions around
the IoT, fog, and cloud networks as a conceptual scheme
through the algorithmic processes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH AND SIMULATION
We have compared the established scheme (e.g., BFIM) with
the traditional AES, RSA, and DES algorithms. The algorith-
mic performance considerations were checked under three
parametric service provisioning metrics across the cloud,

fog, and IoT levels: the process execution delay (time),
the block generation (time), the generation of the delay-time
latency, and the process to process delay (time) (refer to
Table 3.).

TABLE 3. Notation used in mathematical equations.

A. SCENARIO OVER THE AES, DES AND RSA
CONSIDERING CLOUD LEVEL COMMUNICATION (CLOUD
LAYER-IN THE CORE)
The generated graphs depict that during the attack, the AES
performs faster than the DES and RSA. The DES has process
efficiency values of about 96.8% and 99%, respectively, in the
cloud layer, and its efficiency is about 75.53% in an average
service provisioning to regenerate new blocks in comparison
to the AES and RSA. In the no attack situation, the AES
and DES remain the same, but the RSA has a service effi-
ciency (average) of 89.6% compared to them. However, in the
information passing scenario, the RSA has process efficiency
values of 89.35% and 96.19%. However, during service pro-
visioning, it has an average process delivery efficiency of
about 76.95% compared to the AES and DES during process
execution (Fig. 5(a).) (Fig. 5(b).) (Fig. 5(c).). On the other
hand, the RSA seems to be quite inefficient in this cloud
phase round when it is involved in higher (average) delay
assessments.

B. SCENARIO OVER THE AES, DES AND RSA
CONSIDERING FOG LEVEL COMMUNICATION (FOG
LAYER-IN THE MIDDLE-WARE)
The generated graphs show that during an attack, the DES
performs faster than the AES and RSA. The RSA and AES
respectively have process time efficiencies of 90.36% and
93.63% (e.g., task deliverable) compared with the DES in
the fog layer, and the average service provisioning efficiency
to regenerate new blocks is 73%. Moreover, in the no attack
situation, the RSA and AES have processing efficiencies
of 82.12% and 96.13% respectively, and an average service
efficiency of 78% compared with the DES. Nonetheless,
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FIGURE 3. Blockchain-based secured Fog-IoT (e.g., edge or IoT) process allocation (Block Map).

FIGURE 4. Blockchain-based secured Fog-IoT architecture and possible attack scenarios.

in the information passing scenario, the DES performs better
within an average delay performance comparison, whereas
the AES and RSA have task processing efficiencies of 95%
and 91%, respectively, and an average service efficiency

of 73.25% compared with the DES (Fig. 6(a).) (Fig. 6(b).)
(Fig. 6(c).). However, the RSA seems to be quite inefficient
in this middle-ware phase round when it is involved in higher
process delay assessments.
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FIGURE 5. AES, DES, RSA Encryption and Decryption process scenario [e.g., information passing (a), Attacked (b) and not attacked (c)] within the cloud
layer (core).

C. SCENARIO OVER THE AES, DES AND RSA
CONSIDERING IoT LEVEL COMMUNICATION (IoT
LAYER-THE FRONT-END)
The generated graphs show that during the attack, the RSA
performs faster than the AES and DES, providing a shorter
time delay in the processes. AES andDES respectively encap-
sulate 76.87% and 93% higher process efficiencies (e.g.,
task deliverable) in comparison with the RSA in the IoT
layer. The AES and DES have average service provisioning
efficiencies of about 75.88% and 73.42% when regenerating
new blocks. Moreover, in the no attack situation, the AES
has an enhanced average service efficiency by 86.33% and
an enhanced process efficiency (e.g., task scheduling) by
about 61.62% and 76.15% compared with the DES and
RSA, respectively. Nonetheless, in the information passing
scenario, the AES has a better process delivery performance
by about 79.53% and 66.33% respectively and an average
service provisioning of about 85.9% in comparison with the
DES and RSA (Fig. 7(a).) (Fig. 7(b).) (Fig. 7(c).). However,

the AES seems to be quite inefficient in this IoT phase round
when higher process delay assessments are involved.

D. AES, RSA, DES AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM
CONSIDERING IoT LEVEL COMMUNICATION (IoT
LAYER-THE FRONT-END)
The generated graphs depict that during the attack, the RSA
performs faster than our algorithm and the AES, with a
shorter time delay (average) of in service provisioning. Our
algorithm and the AES respectively have 80.54% and 85.51%
greater process time efficiencies within the IoT layer in com-
parison with the RSA. Moreover, in this layer, our algorithm
surpasses the DES and RSA with a process time efficiency
that is about 85.94% and 78.52% greater, respectively. In the
IoT layer, the average service provisioning comparison is
about 83.24% greater through having a blockchain workflow
pattern. The performance of our developed algorithm is supe-
rior to that of the DES and AES, and it overcomes a task
scheduling possibility of 85.25% and provides better service
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FIGURE 6. AES, DES, RSA Encryption and Decryption process scenario [e.g., Information passing (a), Attacked (b) and not attacked (c)] within the Fog layer
(middle-ware).

delivery (on average) than the RSA (Fig. 8(a).-Attacked)
(Fig. 8(b).-Attacked).

Meanwhile, in the no attack situation, our new algorithm
performs faster by having a lower execution delay throughout
service provisioning. In comparison to the Proposed Algo-
rithm, the RSA has a higher process efficiency (e.g., task
deliverable) by 76.38% across the edge layer. On the other
hand, in this situation (e.g., no attack), the AES has greater
process execution (e.g., task) by about 72.68%, whereas our
algorithm has a process execution (e.g., task) of about 83.27%
and an average service provisioning of about 83.24%. Our
algorithm enhances the process delivery with an average
task delivery of about 21.21% and a task scheduling process
efficiency of about 76.38% in comparison with the DES and
RSA, respectively.

Nonetheless, in this scenario, the AES has higher rates
through having an average process delivery performance of
about 83.15%. However, in this situation, the DES performs
better while having a process delivery of about 96.25%.

In the blockchain equipped ‘BFIM’ Algorithm the RSA,
DES, and AES have average service provisioning values of
about 83.24%, 84.35%, 96.25%, and 83.15% respectively
(Fig. 8(a).-Non Attacked) (Fig. 8(b).-Non Attacked). How-
ever, the proposed algorithm has a better process delivery
ratio (e.g., service provisioning) than the DES of about
85.48%. Yet, in comparison to other algorithmic schemes,
the ‘BFIM’ scheme is good for service provisioning while
having better administrative security privileges. Table 4.
shows the system description for simulation environments.

E. AES, RSA, DES AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT THROUGHOUT FOG
LEVEL COMMUNICATION (FOG LAYER-THE
MIDDLE-WARE)
The generated graphs show that during information passing,
the AES performs faster than the RSA and our algorithm,
provide less time delay (average). Our algorithm has a greater
process time delay within the fog layer by 8.18% and 6.04%
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FIGURE 7. AES, DES, RSA Encryption and Decryption process scenario [e.g., Information passing (a), Attacked (b) and not attacked (c)] within the IoT layer
(front-end).

TABLE 4. System descriptions for simulation environments.

respectively in comparison to the RSA and DES, but it
has efficient service delay provisioning (average) of about
12.71%. On the other hand, in this situation (e.g., information
exchanging), the AES, DES, and RSA have average service
delay provisioning values of 10.58%, 11.15%, and 12.01%,

respectively. In this case, our algorithm performs almost the
same as theAES in terms of the process time delay and overall
service provisioning (see Fig. 9(a).).

Nonetheless, in the information passing scenario, our algo-
rithm shows slightly higher rates with an average resource
delivery of about 81.68%. The ‘BFIM’ scheme shows a
remarkable change in average service provisioning of about
83.24% over the fog layer rather than the cloud layer, except
in the AES, which shows a change of 89.42%. However,
in terms of performance comparison with the DES, RSA,
and AES, the blockchain equipped ‘BFIM’ scheme shows
better results (see Fig. 9(b).). Moreover, running with less
service provisioning delay and (see Fig. 9.) better security
support, our algorithm ‘BFIM’ scheme is a good option (see
Fig. 10.) for the middle-ware and vulnerable IoT layer service
provisioning.

VI. DISCUSSION
In this work, we provided a scheme to ensure data secu-
rity within a fog–IoT network through a microservice-based
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FIGURE 8. AES, DES, RSA Encryption and Decryption process scenario [e.g., Attacked AES, RSA and our algorithm (a), attacked DES, RSA and our
algorithm (b); Not attacked AES, RSA and our algorithm (a), Not attacked DES, RSA and our algorithm (b)] within the IoT layer (front-end).

blockchain security algorithm. We employed a distributed
hierarchical-tree-based mesh topology to display the data
exchange within the heterogeneous fog–IoT orchestrations
scenario through the developed blockchain mechanism. If an
intruder attacks an IoT device within the IoT network layer,
the valuable information around the network might be in dan-
ger of being stalked. Our scheme prevents this by breaking the
network chain using an intelligent-timer-based algorithmic
scheme (e.g., OTSP). Thus, the system is configured as a
three-layer architecture where the central server cloud acts
as a hidden backbone (e.g., reservoir). The main server (e.g.,
central cloud) processes the current operation by collecting
the attacked block’s information to give the command to

regenerate the block queries towards the fog. The newly pro-
cessed information is blocked from the fogs and then is deliv-
ered towards the IoT bases. Our decentralized blockchain
process is compiled with an OTSP based Pbkdf2 security
mechanism that works with an iterative password derivation
process while having an elapsed session-based delay time
for the individual devices. Thus, it provides identity authen-
tication and verification of the devices within the data-link
layer. An unauthenticated user will find a mismatch through-
out the security mechanism. This part of our blockchain
algorithmic scheme delivers a tamper-resistant strategy
and is efficient across an authenticated user traceability
pattern.
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FIGURE 9. AES, RSA and our algorithm data passing scenario (a), DES, RSA and our algorithm data passing scenario (b) and our new algorithm
Performance enhancement in Fog layer [e.g., Cloud-Fog comparison] within the Fog layer (or middle-ware).

FIGURE 10. The ‘BFIM’ service response in Fog layer in comparison with
the Cloud layer running with AES, DES and RSA [e.g., average response
time].

In this new algorithmic scheme, the delay generated
(i.e., regenerated) IoT network nodes have sessions with
new IPs of information (e.g., OTSP session interchange
format) from the fogs. The IP generation timestamp is
carried upon an interchange if any suspicious activity of
hashing power misagreements is found. In this architecture,
the client sides (e.g., IoT and fog) rely on a hard fork
blockchain pattern, whereas the server-side (e.g., cloud) acts

on both soft and hard fork patterns. In the attacking situation,
the disabled node sends information towards the adjacent
node.

The intermediate node carries the disabled and its own
information towards the cloud repository from the fogs (e.g.,
containers for attacked fog or IoT information). The estab-
lished blockchain process will continue to regenerate the
number of building blocks in an iterative fashion every time
any third-party intruder is detected.

VII. CONCLUSION
Maintaining data security within the heterogeneous cloud
fog IoT network ecosystem is a challenging task. In this
research, we developed a secure blockchain scheme for a
fog–IoT hierarchical tree-based overlay mesh architecture.
The performance of our algorithmic security scheme ‘BFIM’
was superior to that of the AES, DES, and RSA algorithms.
The expanded blockchain-based algorithmic procedure sup-
presses the AES, DES, and RSA algorithms with an aver-
age efficiency in task delivery of 78.79%, especially in not
attacked situations over a fog environment. The initialized
‘BFIM’ procedure outperforms others with an overall process
delivery of 75% (e.g., time delay, throughput) and a service
delivery efficiency of 83.24% (e.g., task scheduling) within
the fog network. Individually, compared with RSA and DES,
our algorithmic processes perform better while executing
operation procedures across the fog. Finally, our implemented
scheme has a greater efficiency in service delivery (e.g., task
scheduling) of 83.24% across the fog layer compared with
the central cloud layer network of the AES, DES, and RSA
algorithms.
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